EXPERT

For over 210 years, PEUGEOT has unfailingly upheld
a French manufacturing tradition of quality and
inventiveness. Today, PEUGEOT is more focused
than ever on designing sleekly styled vehicles
affording drivers a sensory experience that goes
beyond driving by heightening all the senses. From
ergonomics to materials and connectivity, we have
worked on each detail to bring you a more intuitive
driving experience. More than anything else, and
because people will always be at the heart of our
approach, we want to transform your time on board
our vehicles into an ever more qualitative time.
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OBUSTNESSE

AN AMBITIOUS NATURE

CLEARLY ELECTRIC

The sleek lines and modern silhouette of the new, 100% electric PEUGEOT e-Expert show

The electric port cap is located in front on the driver’s side for

off the strength of character of this powerful commercial vehicle designed for everyday

easy recharging. On the back of the vehicle, you will find the

use. Its robust radiator grille sports the Dichroic Lion* found on all of the brand’s electric

specific “e-Expert” monogram.

models.
The PEUGEOT e-Expert line is available in three lengths with several different versions
that meet the varying needs of different professionals.
.
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EXPERT ASPHALT

WITH ELEGANCE

The ASPHALT version is dedicated to professionals spending long periods of time at the wheel and

The Look Pack* and its LED light signature lend an extra
touch of elegance to your company.

looking above all for comfort and safety. With its long list of driver assistance systems, you will take to
the wheel in complete peace of mind.
The vehicle’s assertive design and high-set, vertical grille underscore its appeal. Powerful and
expressive, the flowing lines of the PEUGEOT Expert promise a spacious and functional interior.

* as an option, body-coloured front and rear bumpers, LED
light signature, fog lamps, chrome-finished grille, bodycoloured door mirror shells, door handles and side strips

URBAN MOBILITY

COMPACT URBAN VERSION

The size of the PEUGEOT Expert and the PEUGEOT e-Expert is designed to meet parking

At 4.60 m long, the compact Urban version simplifies your journeys. You can count on the

constraints: it makes it easy to access restricted car parks, thanks to its limited height of 1.90 m*,

vehicle’s strength, as the Urban version of the PEUGEOT Expert boasts a payload of 1,400 kg,

and opens up access to restricted traffic areas in its electric version.

useful volume of 5.1 m3* and a useful length of 3.32 m*.
The Urban version of Expert is also equipped as standard with the Visiopark 1 reversing camera
and a keyless entry and start system**.
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* ≤ 1.90 m on all standard payload versions except Expert long version. The increased payload suspension, and even more so the

* With the Moduwork option

construction site pack with its 20 mm increased height, do not guarantee this access.

** ADML: Keyless entry and starting

INTERIOR COMFORT

DRIVING
IN COMFORT
The emphasis inside the PEUGEOT Expert
and the PEUGEOT e-Expert is on driving
comfort. The running board simplifies
access to the high-set driving position,
offering a commanding view of the road.
The functional and user-friendly driver’s
station brings drivers a saloon-like driving
position and is packed with a host of
storage spaces.

A e-VOLUTION COCKPIT
On the large touch screen, you can easily
access the entire electric universe through
a shortcut and you can clearly visualise the
flow of electricity:
• The “e-Toggle” button offers
immediate access to the electric
automatic transmission controls.
• Three driving modes.
• A storage in the upper part.

The electric parking brake, available as
standard, operates automatically and is
therefore very easy to use.
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SPECIFIC INSTRUMENT PANEL
The PEUGEOT e-Expert’s specific new instrument panel with its 3.5” colour display matrix
shows essential driving information such as the driving range status and power meter
(charge/eco/power*) in real time.

*CHARGE: Regeneration / partial recharge of the battery - ECO: Energy optimization - POWER: Maximum power.

3D TOUCH SCREEN
On the large touch screen, you can easily access the entire electric universe through a shortcut
and you can clearly visualise the flow of electricity.
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FOR A CONNECTED, INTUITIVE
AND SAFE DRIVE
Your journeys are simplified thanks to a
connected voice-controlled 3D navigation system.
The system includes connected services and realtime traffic information by TomTom Traffic(1). The
7”(2) screen also features the Mirror Screen(3)
function, which allows you to enjoy applications
on your Apple CarPlayTM or Android Auto
compatible smartphone.
For a safer and more comfortable drive, the
PEUGEOT Expert features an extensive range of
driver assistance systems, including Visiopark 1(4),
speed sign recognition and speed limit
recommendations(5), automatic high-/low-beam
control(6), the Active Safety Brake(6), Adaptive
Cruise Control(5), a Lane Departure Warning
System(5), blind spot monitoring(5), a head-up
display(6) and four airbags(5).

(1) Depending on the market.
(2) Standard, optional, or unavailable depending on model.
(3) Only certified Android AutoTM and Apple CarPlayTM apps will work
when driving or at a standstill. When driving, certain functions of the
applications concerned will be inhibited. Some types of content, which
may be available for free with your smartphone, require a subscription
to an equivalent certified, fee-based Android AutoTM or Apple CarPlayTM
app. The Mirror Screen feature works with Android AutoTM (for Android
phones) or with Apple CarPlayTM (for iOS phones), subject to mobile
data contracts.
(4) Available as standard or as an option with the 7” touch screen
depending on the version.
(5) Available as standard or optional depending on model.
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RODUCTIVITY
HROUGH SIMPLICITY

MODUWORK CONCEPT
With its Moduwork* bench, the Expert boasts
top-notch modularity for making optimum use
of unoccupied seats. The side passenger seat
base lifts upwards to free up a space with a flat
floor. The large flap in the partition opens to
increase useful length to a full 4 m for
transporting long objects.
Your PEUGEOT Expert can also be transformed
into a mobile office whenever you like. The
central arm rest lowers to reveal a highly
practical pivoting writing shelf. And with the
smartphone** stand with an integrated
charging cable, as well as the tablet stand** on
the dashboard, your digital tools are always
visible and within hand’s reach

* Optional or not available depending on model.
** Available as accessories Tablet stand designed for tablet
formats of up to 11”. The tablet charges via the nearby USB
socket on the façade.
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A RANGE FOR ALL NEEDS
To meet the expectations of all professionals, the
Expert and the e-Expert are available in numerous
versions.
The crew cab versions are equipped with a 3seater bench in the second row, bringing you
greater flexibility and offering room for up to six
people. The rear bench seat is available in two
versions, either fixed, with a useful volume of up
to 4 m3, or folding, with a useful volume of up to
5.5 m3.
The cab floor version is also available. This
efficient conversion base enables coach builders to
adapt the vehicle to the needs of increasingly
specialised customers.
The robust and functional Combi version can
accommodate up to nine people, including the
Compact version measuring 4.60 m long.
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Long
Standard
Compact

Dimensions and volumes
Exterior dimensions
Versions
Dimensions (mm)
Overall length (mm)

Compact Standard

Long

4609

4959

5309

1905(2)

1895(2)

1935

Overall width excluding door mirrors (mm)

1920

1920

1920

Width with door mirrors folded (mm)

2204

2204

2204

Overall height (mm) (1)

(1) ≤ 1900 mm on all electric versions except on reinforced payloads.
(2) 1940 /1930 with increased GVWR option.

Load area access dimensions

Interior dimensions

Useful volume for crew cabs

Versions
Dimensions (mm)

Compact Standard

Versions
Long

Dimensions mm)

Compact Standard

Versions
Long

Volume utile maxi (m3)

Max. interior height

1397

1397

1397

Useful length between wheel arches

1258

1258

1258

Max. useful length

2162

2512

2862

Rear door opening height

1220

1220

1220

Max. useful length with Moduwork

3324

3674

4026

Sliding door opening width

745

935

935

4,6

5,3

6,1

Sliding door opening height

1238

1241

1241

545-626

544-613

600-633

Max. useful volume (m3)
Max. useful volume with Moduwork (m3)
Max. payload (kg)**
*Available according to versions, engines and equipment.

5,1

5,8

6,6

1400

1400

1400

Rear floor sill height

Standard

Long

Folding crew cab with bench folded

4,7

5,5

Fixed crew cab

3,2
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** Available according to versions, engines and equipment.

PROFESSIONAL
FEATURES
Load stops
Several partitions are available on the PEUGEOT Expert
and e-Expert:
• The standard partition is available in a metal or glass
version** for the upper part and with or without the
Moduwork flap** for the lower part.
• The Comfort partition** features thermal and sound
insulation, extra adjustment amplitude for the driver’s
seat back and a light-coloured cloth covering on the
cockpit side, consistent with the ceiling trim, with or
without the Moduwork flap**.
Wood trim
To protect your Expert, two types of wood trim are
available:
• Unfinished wood kit**.
• Coated non-skid wood kit**, with aluminum door sills.
Depending on your needs, several combinations of kits
are available for protecting the floor, wheel arches and the
sides*** along their entire height.

Towing
For extra load capacity, the PEUGEOT Expert and
the e-Expert can tow up to 2.5 tonnes*. Several
tow bars** are available:
• Single-piece removable tow bar with tool,
equipped with a conventional ball or mixed hook.
• Removable swan-neck tow bar for the e-Expert
Combi.

* Within the limit of the authorised gross train weight (GTW).
** Available as an option.
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PEOPLE CARRIER
The robust and functional e-Expert Combi
boast up to nine seats, even in the Compact
version measuring 4.60 m long. The vehicles
are easy to park thanks to their limited height
of 1.90 m.
Third-row access is remarkably easy. The
second row is tilted using a simple control,
opening up generous access to the rear
bench. The vehicle can be equipped with
50/50 windowed swing doors** with heated
windows and wipers**, making it easier to
load luggage in the boot.
PEUGEOT e-Expert Combi exists in many
configurations and all the rear seats are
removable. The configurations include:
• Double front passenger bench seat** or
individual front row seats.
• A split bench seat in the second row** and
a one-piece bench seat in the third row**

* Depending on model: ≤ 1.90 m on all models with standard
payload except Expert long version
** Standard or optional depending on market
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People carrier with
reduced mobility

Hobbies

Isothermal

Ambulance

Construction and
public works

All roads and 4x4

Examples of non-contractual conversions - decorations not available

CONVERTED VEHICLES: A RANGE FOR ALL NEEDS
To meet the expectations of each professional, Expert and e-Expert come in multiple versions: company vehicles, large volumes, tippers and crew cabs,
ambulances, isothermal, all roads, 4x4, shop vehicles, transport of persons with reduced mobility, etc.
To facilitate conversions on Expert and e-Expert, connection boxes are available* allowing the addition of additional electrical equipment without
modifying the electrical distribution diagram of the vehicle.
A cab floor version is available to serve as a basis for certain conversions. Specific anchorage points or reinforcements have been defined to secure the
bodywork.
* Standard or optional
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NCOMPROMISING
ERFORMANCE

100% ELECTRIC ENGINE

THE CHOICE OF RANGES

At once easy to handle in town and safe and powerful on the road, the new PEUGEOT e-Expert

PEUGEOT e-Expert incorporates a high-voltage battery, either with a capacity of 50 kWh

is equipped with a 100-kW (136 hp) electric engine. This engine provides instantaneous

offering a range of up to 230 km WLTP*, or 75 kWh offering a range of up to 330 km WLTP**,

acceleration thanks to 260-Nm of immediately available torque. Behind the wheel of the

ingeniously placed to preserve on-board space and load volume.

PEUGEOT e-Expert, you will enjoy its smooth, dynamic, and silent driving abilities.

The battery is guaranteed for 8 years or 160,000 km for 70% of its charge capacity.
Recharging is very simple at home or at work. On public charging terminals 80% charge can
be achieved in only 30 mins.

(* Be careful, however, to stay in control of your vehicle and be attentive to the outside environment that is not used to quiet vehicles.
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* 50 kWh battery: available for Compact, Standard and Long versions
** 75 kWh battery: available for Standard and Long versions
The range and electrical consumption values specified comply with the WLTP test procedure based on which new vehicles
have been accepted since 1 September 2018. They may vary according to the actual conditions of use and various factors such
as: speed, thermal comfort in the vehicle, driving style and outside temperature. Recharging time depends in particular on the
power of the on-board charger in the vehicle, the charging cable, and the type and power of the charging terminal used. Please
contact your dealer for more information. More information at https://ct-ndp.peugeot.com/fr/marque-et-technologie/wltp.html

3 DRIVING MODES
The PEUGEOT e-Expert electric
compact utility vehicle offers three
driving modes:
• Eco: autonomy optimised by adjusting
certain settings.
• Normal: optimum comfort for daily use.
• Power: Optimised performance when
transporting heavy loads.

BRAKING MODES
Thanks to regenerative braking, 2 levels of
engine braking* are available, allowing you
to recharge the battery during deceleration:
• Moderate (default mode) for a feeling close
to an internal combustion engine vehicle,
• Enhanced (“Brake” mode),
for accentuated deceleration when the
accelerator pedal is released, favouring
driving range.

* Moderate or increased battery recharging.
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PUBLIC CHARGING

PRIVATE CHARGING

A large network of more than 220,000 public charging stations(1) is

Autonomy and battery charge of the PEUGEOT e-Expert lets you travel up to 330km WLTP*.
A number of charging solutions are available to help you :

available throughout Europe.

• From a standard socket (10A), for a full charge in 24h** or 37h***
• From a reinforced socket (16A), for a full charge in 15h**or 23h***
• From a 7.4kW Wall Box, for a full charge in 7h30** or 11:20*** with the single-phase on-board charger (7.4kW)
• From an 11kW Wall Box, for a full charge in 5h** or 7h30*** with the three-phase on-board charger (11kW)

(1) Charging time can vary depending on the type and rating of the charging terminal, the outside
temperature at the charging point and the battery temperature.

* with 75kWh battery – 230 km with the 50kWh battery.
The range and electric consumption figures mentioned comply with the WLTP test procedure, on the basis of which new vehicles are type
approved from 1 September 2018. They may vary depending on actual conditions of use and on different factors such as: speed, thermal comfort
on board the vehicle, driving style and outside temperature. The charging time depends in particular on the power of the charger on board the
vehicle, the charging cable and the type and power of the charging station used. Please contact your dealer for further information
** With the 50kWh battery.
*** With the 75kWh battery.

REMOTE e-CONTROLS

MYPEUGEOT® APPLICATION

Control and plan your charging directly from your smartphone.

Benefit from real-time personalised services, synchronised with

You can also manage the in-car temperature.

your account thanks to the free MyPEUGEOT®(1) app:

For more information:

• Keep an eye on your vehicle’s status (driving data, location).

https://services-store.peugeot.fr/store/ecommandes-distance

• Quick and easy access to assistance.
• Manage your vehicle’s maintenance and service requirements.
• Easily oversee battery charging and in-car temperature.

(1) Provided you have access to the mobile network.
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BlueHDi DIESEL
ENGINES
The PEUGEOT Expert is powered by BlueHDi
engines that treat emissions at the source and
exhaust, ensuring reduced fuel consumption in
use and even more efficient pollution control. It
also has a competitive cost in use, with a service
interval of 40,000 km or two years.
(1) The fuel consumption and CO₂ emission values specified comply with the WLTP test
procedure based on which new vehicles have been accepted since 1 September 2018.
This WLTP procedure replaces the European Driving Cycle (NEDC), which was the test
procedure used previously. As the test conditions are more realistic, the fuel
consumption and CO₂ emissions measured according to the WLTP procedure are, in
many cases, higher than those measured according to the NEDC procedure. The fuel
consumption and CO₂ emission values may vary according to actual conditions of use
and various factors such as: specific equipment, options and tyre types. Please contact
your dealer for more information. More information at
https://ct-ndp.peugeot.com/fr/marque-et-technologie/wltp.html
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ERSONNALISATIO

SET THE TONE
Choose your colour from a range of eight solid
or metallic hues.

(1) Solid colour.
(2) Metallic colour optional.
Kaolin White(1)

Artense Grey(2)

Perla Nera Black(2)

Platinum Grey(2)

Black Carla TEP/Three-colour Curitiba Meltem cloth

AND HARMONISE
take a look at the five models of 16” and
17” wheel rims and hubcaps.

* As standard, optional or
unavailable depending on model

16” and 17” black or grey screw cap*

16” San Francisco hubcap*

17” Miami hubcap*

17” Phoenix rim*
(non-diamond cut)

17” Phoenix diamond-cut rim*
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